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**QuoteShot**

QuoteShot is a social platform project where the users can share their favourite snapshots of the quotes from the books they read.

**Features of QuoteShot**

- Sharing Quotes
- Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
- Recommendation using NLP
- Creating Trending List
- Exchanging Books via GPS

**Reading is more fun with QuoteShot**
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Why QuoteShot?
- GoodReads
  - Keep a virtual bookshelf
  - Read book reviews
  - Read to read list

- Satur Edebiyat
  - Sharing quotes on other platforms
  - Unlimited range of quotes

Profile Page
Quotes are stored in the user profiles after the image-to-text conversion performed by the OCR technology.

Feed and Recommendation
QuoteShot recommends quotes that are similar in terms of hashtags involved, book and author information.
Why QuoteShot?

- **GoodReads**
  - Keep a virtual bookshelf
  - Read book reviews
  - Build to read list

- **Satır Edebiyatı**
  - Sharing quotes on other platforms
  - Limited range of quotes
Profile Page

Quotes are stored in the user profiles after the image-to-text conversion performed by the OCR technology.
Feed and Recommendation

QuoteShot recommends quotes that are similar in terms of hashtags involved, book and author information.
Optical Character Recognition

Users can share the quotes in text form generated by the application’s text recognition. When the text form appears they can also share quotes from other platforms.

Book Exchange

Users who are locally close enough, can exchange books.

Technologies

- GPS
- Google App Engine
- Java
- Android Studio
- OCR
- OpenCV
Optical Character Recognition

Users can share the quotes in text form generated by the application's text recognition. When the text form appears, they can also share quotes on other platforms.
Book Exchange

Users who are locally close enough, can exchange books.
Conclusion

“A reader lives a thousand lives before he dies. The man who never reads lives only one.”
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ANY QUESTIONS?